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Story ideas for print and broadcast media 
March 26, 1990 
UD RESEARCHER TESTS HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE'S METEOROID SHIELD SYSTEM 
When the space shuttle Discovery carries the long-awaited Hubble Space 
Telescope into orbit on April 12, one University of Dayton researcher will 
be watching the news with special interest. 
Research engineer Andy Piekutowski performed hypervelocity impact 
tests on several lightweight meteoroid shield systems for the sophisticated 
telescope to help protect it from dust and other "space junk." Dust from 
meteoroids threatens to degrade performance of the telescope's mirrors and 
lenses, Piekutowski says, "just like having· dirt on your glasses." 
Testing materials that shield satellites and space vehicles from 
potential blows is Piekutowski's job in UD's Research Institute. Using a 
special gun developed at UD that spans the length of a laboratory, 
Piekutowski and his staff every day shoot a projectile, often the size and 
weight of a pea or marble, at speeds up to 16,000 miles per hour. The 
target: composite metal or another type of material typically developed by 
a contractor for the space program. Besides the Hubble Telescope, the 
researchers tested a shielding material for the antenna support system on 
the Galilee probe, launched on the October 1989 shuttle mission. 
For media interviews, contact Andy Piekutowski at (513) 229-3812. 
"DESKTOP MANUFACTURING" CAPTURES FANCY OF AMERICAN MANUFACTURERS 
Some American manufacturers are calling the budding technology 
"desktop manufacturing." Other industry analysts, intrigued by its ability 
to produce actual three-dimensional plastic parts in a matter of minutes or 
hours without conventional tooling, describe it as "rapid prototyping." 
It's really high-tech artistry. 
With a few keystrokes, a computer operator in the University of 
Dayton's new Rapid Prototype Development Laboratory instructs an ultra-
violet laser beam to scan the surface of a vat of plastic. Layer by layer, 
the laser sculptures a three-dimensional turbine blade or a motor mount or 
something more fanciful--perhaps the University of Dayton emblem. 
The technology has caught the fancy of the state of Ohio, the Air 
Force and a growing consortium of big-name industries, which are looking 
toward UD to advance the state of the art of rapid prototyping. The $1.1 
million project is the largest ever sponsored by Ohio's Edison Materials 
Technology Center (EMTEC). 
UD's Center for Advanced Manufacturing will host what it believes is 
the country's first major conference on rapid prototyping June 4-5 at the 
Stouffer Dayton Plaza Hotel in downtown Dayton. 
For media interviews, contact Bob Matt, director of UD's Center for 
Advanced Manufacturing, at (513) 229-~69 or Frank Moore, director of 
EMTEC, at (513) 259-1365. ~ 
The University pJ Dayton 
For further information or assistance in scheduling interviews, contact Office of Public Relations, (513) 229-3241. 
